
 

 
 

  



 

 
 

Good morning everyone, and thanks for joining us here so early. I wish to particularly thank our panelists, 

and I am also pleased to see several of our CEA members. 

Taking action on climate change is a critical challenge for our industry, our country, and our global 

community. Tomorrow’s economy will be built on a solid foundation of clean, sustainable growth. And we 

have a significant advantage: namely, access to abundant, clean and reliable power. 

Canadian electricity is among the cleanest in the world; more than 80% of our power is GHG free. Our 

industry has reduced emissions by nearly 30% since 2005, which is more than any other industrial sector. 

And we’re on track to deliver another 30% by 2030. All the while providing Canadians with reliable and 

cost-effective power. 

Canada’s electricity sector operates at the nexus of economic growth and environmental protection. This 

is crucial, because meeting our climate aspirations is as much an economic challenge as it is an 

environmental one. Our industry is uniquely positioned to further deepen reductions, through the 

electrification of higher emitting sectors such as transportation, space heating and industrial processes. 

However, we must recognize that the volume, and speed of proposed regulations could pose important 

challenges in different regions of our country. While the obligation of governments is to provide a long-

term, stable, and predictable policy framework, they also need to build-in flexibility, so as to accommodate 

regional economic and market differences.  

We must also have a clear-eyed national conversation about the costs of our climate actions, including the 

costs of inaction. And to do so, at the front end of the journey. The goal is to strike the right balance and 

understanding between benefits and costs, which will enable us to forge a long-term national consensus, 

based on an informed public. 

Today, with the release of our discussion paper - and this expert panel – CEA is hoping to make a helpful 

contribution to that conversation. Our climate strategy is a public-private partnership, and we each have 

obligations to uphold. In this regard, I would propose that governments focus on 5 critical areas; 

First, Canadian governments must help mitigate competitiveness impacts by considering and implementing 

innovative fiscal and regulatory tools. 

For example, as our largest trading partner: withdraws from climate efforts, lowers tax rates, streamlines 

regulatory regimes, initiates retaliatory trade actions, renegotiates NAFTA, and, potentially, introduces a 

Border Adjustment Tax, collectively, this poses a risk to Canadian businesses and their competitiveness.  

This matter requires serious attention, and a stiff backbone. 



 

 
 

Second, governments must reduce regulatory barriers to clean energy projects by facilitating infrastructure 

renewal and modernization. All too often, our members face conflicting and lengthy approval processes 

which increase costs and uncertainty.   

Third, governments must bridge the “innovation gap”. There is a disconnect between federal government 

policies that prioritize innovation, and provincial and territorial regulatory decisions which routinely reject 

innovative pilots, aimed at deploying new technologies. 

Fourth, governments must support and sustain a clean energy transition in northern and remote 

communities. Over 70% of remote and off-grid communities in Canada, rely on diesel fuel for their 

electricity needs. Moreover, their residents face energy costs ten times the national average, which in turn 

stifles economic growth. 

Finally, governments must build and sustain a national climate and clean growth consensus founded on an 

ongoing public education campaign. Public confidence is indispensable, if we are to win the battle. 

In closing, fighting climate change will not be a sprint. Nor will it be easy. To find success, we will need to 

firmly establish where we are going; how we are going to get there; and what the journey will cost.  

But we have undertaken nation-building projects throughout our history. Think of the great railroads of the 

19th century. The highways, seaways, and national broadcast systems of the 20th. Or, the Canadian-made 

arm that extended mankind’s reach into space. 

These transformative accomplishments were all made possible because Canadians knew the importance 

of thinking ahead; of preparing the ground for future economic prosperity. We are again at one of those 

transformative moments. A time to build something important. Something enduring.   

And to leverage one of our strategic assets --- clean electrical power --- to build a brighter, cleaner and 

better tomorrow. Thanks for your attention. 

 


